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Although the subject of Modern Geometry did not receive much
attention by scholars until the 17th century, it is evident that
/
certain few had caught glimpses of what is therein contained even
at the time of Euclid who was born about 330 B.C. We have reasons
to believe that he was somewhat acquainted with the subject.
At an earlier time, 6th century B.C., the Pythagorean School
was conversant with the harmonical progression. Pythagoras, who
was the founder of the school, was born at Samos in 669 B.C. and
died in 500 B.C. History tells us that his school was always crowded
and that much enthusiasm was evident. It is said that even the
women, although it was contrary to the law for them to assemble in
public places, showed a great interest in his teachings. Not
only a few but even large crowds of women came to hear him. Among
the many things that were discussed by them, we note the four
progressions, arithmetical, geometrical, harmonical and musical.
Euclid was e vi denify^ wl tfi the proposition that if (ABCD) is
harmonic, and if 0 is any point outside AB, then any transversal
is cut in a harmonic range by the four lines 0A,0B,0C,0D. This
proposition may be said to be one of the fundamental principles
of Modern Geometry and hence of the harmonic properties of figures.
Pappus, 3rd century A.D., wrote several books on the subject
of mathematics but the only one of interest to us at this time
is the
y
rj in which, among other things, he extended the
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above theorem of Euclid to any four concurrent lines. He also
possessed a knowledge of the following proposition.
If FE is produced to meet AB,and DC at H and K and if GE is
produced to meet AD and CB at L and M, then every set of four collinea:
points form a harmonic range and every set of four concurrent lines
form a harmonic pencil. The above theorem was included in his
Even with the earlier mention of harmonic properties, it was
not until the 17th century of our era that the systematic study of
this part of geometry was taken up. The first person to treat
1593 and died in 1552. He was by trade an engineer and architect
but gave free lectures in Paris from 1625 to 1530. For us his
chief work was"Broui 1 Ion project", a book dealing with conics.
This book was written in 1539. Here we find for the first time
the mention of the theory of involution of six pencils, projective
properties of pencils in involution and the theory of polar lines.
Some of the more recent ideas concerning the complete quadrilateral
were known to him. He proved that the points of intersection of the
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it at this time wasSerard Desargues who was born at Lyons in
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diagonals and the two pairs of opposite sides of any quadrilateral
inscribed in a conic form a triangle sel f -con jugate to the conic.
If one of the three points be at infinity, he shows that the
opposite side of the triangle is polar to the point and is a
diameter of the comic. The conception of a line which should be
wholly at infinity was known to him, yet we do not find that he
recognized the fact that a parallelogram was a particular kind of
a quadrilateral. We may consider Desargues as important to us
at this time because of his treatment of the fundamental theorems
of Modern Geometry.
It may be said that Monge, Carnot, and Poncelet were among the
most prominent in’ethe creation of Modern Geometry. Gaspard Monge
was born at Baune on May 10, 1746 and died at Paris on July 28,
1818. Among the contributions by him to mathematics was a book en-
titled Geometrie Descriptive.
Lazare Nicholas Marguerite Carnot was born at Nolay on May 13,
1755 and died at Magdeburg on Aug. 22, 1823. We find that he de-
voted his time to projective rather than to descriptive geometry.
To Jean Nicholas Poncelet, who was born at Metz on July 1, 1788,
and died at Paris on Dec. 22, 1867, is ascribed the honor of draw-
ing attention to the principle of duality as shown in the quadri-
lateral and quad rang le. His "T'rai t e des proprietes projectives des
3 .

figures" was published in 1822. He has given to us a treatment
of homologous figures, projection, and reciprocation.
The principle of duality came from the conception Of a eUJfvi
as being either the path of a moving point or as being the envelope
of a series of lines. The principle of duality was probably discov-
ered by De Baune who lived from 16C1 to 1862. Among the first to
employ the principle, was Brianchon. Charles Julien Brianchon
was born at Sevres in 1785. We are here concerned with the fact that
he gave to the world his famous theorem, "The hexagon 'formed by any
six tangents to a conic has its opposite vertices connecting concur-
rently". This theorem was deduced from that of Pascal by the
principle of duality or reciprocation.
Another person who should be mentioned in this connection is
Jacob Steiner who was born at Utzendorp on March 18, 1796 and
died at Bern on April 1, 1883. He was a boy of poor parentage and
consequently found no opportunity to learn even the most elementary
branches until the age of fourteen. In his Sy stemat i sche Ent'-
wickelungen, which was published in 1832, he gives a discussion of
the principal of duality and of the homographic and projective
relation of rows and pencils. He is considered the greatest geo-
metrician since Apollonius.
The first to investigate the properties of conics was Men-
-
aecnmus ( 375-32 r B.C.). To him is ascribed the well* known
saying that there may be private and even royal roads in the
country but in geometry there is one road for all. He divided
conic sections into three classes called the Menaechmian triads.
Instead of considering the ellipse, parabola, and hyperbola as
sections of the same conic but made by different planes, he thought
t
of them as intersections of the same plane with different conics.
Conics were still further considered by Aristaeus (320 B.C.)
who wrote upon the subject of conic sections. Euclid (323-284 B.C.)
wrote, in addition to his Slements and certain other books of riders,
a treatise on conic sections consisting of four books.
Perhaps the most important writer upon conic sections was
Apollonius (247-205 B.C.). He thoroughly investigated the properties
of conics but in so doing employed long and involved proofs. It
has been suggested that he transferred truths obtained from ana-
lytical geometry into geometrical form. If such be the case, the
truths of analytical geometry must have been known at this time.
His work consisted of eight books which contained four hundred
propositions.
The analytical treatment of geometrical figures, with which
I have closed my dissertation, dates back to the time of Rene7
Descartes (1595-1850*) who invented analytical geometry in 1837. This

invention together with that of calculus made possible the future
advance of mathematics. Net that Desca,rtes was the first to apply
algebra to geometry for this was done by Archimedes (287-212 B.C.) and
others but he was the first to see that any point in a plane could
be referred to a pair of intersecting lines and by obtaining its dis-
-tance from these axes its position could be determined. Like-
wise a point in space could be determined by three co-ordinates. He
also investigated the properties of curves which should be the re-
presentation of algebraic equations.
The 18th and the 19th centuries have been noted for the large
quantity of mathematical matter produced. Especially is this true
in the field of pure mathematics. Owing to the lack of the test
of time, it is impossible and useless to try to determine the real
worth of these contributions. There are however a few names which
might be mentioned as contributing to that branch of pure mathematics
with which we are now concerned.
Gauss (1777-1865) was perhaps the greatest mathematician but
we find no place where he deals with the harmonic ratio in geometry.
Salmon in his book on conic sections has developed certain
harmonic truths as for example his well known theorem. Valuable
text books on the subject of synthetic geometry are M. Chasles'
"Traite de geometrie superieure" (1852) and L. Cremona's "Elements
de geometrie projective".
..
Analysis
The object of this dissertation is not so much to bring together
into a complete and comprehensive whole the entire field of harmonic
properties as it is to show the application of the harmonic pro-
perties and principles to the consideration of algebraic terms and
geometric problems. In the pursuance of the set task, I have endeav-
ored to develope the thought in two ways. In the first place, I
have shown how harmonic properties may be applied to the proof of
certain well known geometrical theorems. In the second place, I
have endeavored to derive new harmonic truths or to present new har-
monic methods of procedure along lines ordinarily beg.un in text books
relating to Pure or Modern Geometry. I have sought by discussion and
by diagram to bring out the points clearly. Because of the nature
of the work, much that is commonly found in books on the subject
has been omitted. I have rather sought to introduce new ideas both
as regards methods and as regards results. Definitions have been
given in many places in order to show the direction from which I
was approaching the subject.
I have thought it best to prefix the main part of the work by
a historical introduction in which I have endeavored to show the
part that the harmonic ratio has played in the history of
mathematics. I have begun with the sixth century B.C. and have
7.

continued the discussion down to nearly the present time.
Following the natural course, I have begun with the harmonic
properties in algebra bringing forward the ratio, p/r in terms of p,
q, and r when p, q, and r are in harmonical progression. I have
h
pointed out the harmonic mean — -- - showing its relation to the
a + b
arithmetic and geometric means. I have derived the (r + s)th term
of a harmonical progression when the rth and sth terms are given.
Then I took up what was more closely connected with the work
at hand. I refer to harmonic ranges and pencils. In the course
of the development of the subject, I introduced some definitions
and illustrations of what is meant by a harmonic range; consider©
the 24 cross ratios possible from (ABCD), showing their relation
to each other; noted the significance of the value -1 in the
de-finition of a harmonic ratio; and the relation between the seg-
ments of a line divided harmonically. I then considered the har-
monic pencil with special reference to the fact that if a pencil
cuts one transversal harmonically, it cuts every transversal har-
monical ly
.
I then proceded to the consideration of the harmonic pro-
perties of a triangle where I fully believe I have brought in
some entirely new truths. I have introduced the expression, ex-
terior triangle, and from the elementary theorem obtained from

geometry in regard to bisectors of interion and exterior angles
dividing the opposite sides harmonically, I have found that the
bisectors are divided harmonically and that certain lines meet in
points that are collinear. From the consideration of ordinary
triangles, I went to the discussion of the same properties as applied
to equilateral and right triangles, deriving certain truths from
the fact that certain of the points and lines are at infinity.
I then considered the subject of homographic ranges because
of their relation to triangles thus involving truths concerning
the midpoints of the two sides of a triangle and also concerning the
midpoints of the parallel sides of a trapezoid.
I then obtained the properties of a complete quadrilateral from
the consideration of the harmonic properties of a triangle. To do
this I have shown truths concerning a particular inscribed quadri-
lateral from which by projection I have obtained the properties of
quadrilaterals in general. Considering parallelograms and trapezoids
as particular forms of quadrilaterals, I have deduced certain pro-
perties in regard to diagonals of parallelograms and point of inter-
section of the non-parallel sides of ‘a trapezoid. By an extension
of the same idea, I went from the quadrilateral to a pentegon.
Passing from rectilinear figures, I went to the consideration
of the harmonic properties of curvilinear figures. Inasmuch as the
t
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other conics might be considered as projections of the circle and
since harmonic properties are projective, I began with the circle
taking up first poles and polars. In the course of the work, I
projections
treated the properties of the of a point on perpendicular diam-
eters; tangent to a circle cutting two perpendicular diameters;
relation of poles and polars as regards distances from the center of
the circle; construction of the fourth harmonic. I then took up
the subject of conjugate lines and points with special reference,
to the Orthocenter of a triangle as being the center of the polar
circle. I showed the relation between the species of the triangle
and the nature of the polar circle. Obtuse, acute, and rightangled
triangles were discussed thereby bringing out the corresponding
change in the polar circle. The median of a right triangle showed
certain peculiar properties.
I then went to the discussion of inverse points and orthogonal
circles showing the relation between the two. Of chief interest
was the discussion of the relation of the polar circle of a tri-
angle to the circles upon the three sides as diameters and the
relation of the circles upon the diagonals of a complete quadri-
lateral as diameters to the circumscribing circle of the har-
monic triangle of the quadrilateral and to the polar circle of
each of the four triangles formed by the sides of the quadrilat-
eral.. Attention was called to the fact that the midpoints of the
*
diagonals were collinear; that the orthocenters were collinear;
and that the circles upon the diagonals were coaxal. In passing
I noted that the polar circle of a triangle is orthogonal to the
circle having for its diameter the line drawn from any vertex
to any point on the opposite side.
Having merely mentioned projection in passing from triangles
to complete quadrilaterals, I now took up the subject a little
more fully showing that the projection of a harmonic range is a
harmonic range whether the projection in orthogonal or conical.
I again proved the properties of a complete quadrilateral but this
time from the harmonic properties of a parallelogram. In doing
this I considered the parallelogram as the projection of the
quadrilateral and noting that the properties of a harmonic
nature are projective. In the projecting, the exterior diagonal
of the quadrilateral was taken as the vanishing line.
Having already considered the circle in relation to harmonic
properties, I then considered the question of conics in general.
Certain truths were deduced by projection from those of circles.
Other truths were derived directly. Poles and polars, conjugate
lines and points, se 1 f -con jugate triangles, and certain construct-
ions were considered. I also took up the discussion of the diag-
onals of an inscribed rectangle, and inscribed trapezoid, and the
harmonic envelope.
I then went to the consideration of parabolas basing most of
.-
e
my proof upon the fact that the parabola may be considered as the
projection of the circle with the vanishing line tangent to the 0
circle. I discussed the relation of properties of a line joining
a point to the midpoint of its ehord; se 1 f -con jugate triangles,
considering the lines joining the midpoints of the sides of a
se 1 f -con jugate triangle and a method of construction for a self-
conjugate triangle. Any three tangents to a parabola determine a
se 1 f -con jugate for a parabola.
Having discussed the harmonic properties of a parabola, I
then considered briefly the harmonic properties of a hyperbola
deducing certain certain truths. I have also added a few famous
theorems before taking up the analytical treatment. Among these,
two are from Steiner.
Having shown the harmonic method as applied to geometrical
theorems, I then took up the consideration of harmonic properties
from the standpoint of analytics, showing how the analytical
treatment might be used. I began with the co-ordinates of points
which divide a line internally and externally into the same ratio.
I found that the segments satisfied the demands of a harmonic range.
Likewise the algebraic method was applied to the properties of the
complete quadrilateral. In this case I used definite numerical
co-ordinates arriving at the same comclusions as in the previous
n.

general discussion. The analytic method was then applied to the
discussion of poles and polars. This time J made use of general
co-ordinates arriving at general truths. I then considered the
properties of se 1 f -con jugate triangles and for convenience employed
numerical co-ordinates, later showing the difficulties arisig if one
made use of literal co-ordinates. I especially derived the equation
of the polar circle. I next proceded to the discussion of conju-
gate lines and points, this time employing literal co-ordinates for
the sake of generality. Lastly I considered the centers of simil-
itude analytically taking the line of centers as the x-axis and the
vertical through one of the centers as the y-axis. I arrived at the
conclusion that the line of centers is divided harmonically by the
centers of similitude.
Thus I have endeavored to show the harmonic properties of several
classes of algebraic forms and geometrical figures, treating them
both geometrically and analytically.

Harmonic Series.
According to generally accepted ideas, a series of quantities
are said to be in harmonical progression when the reciprocals of
these quantities form an arithmetical progression. For the pur-
of this dissertation, we shall define a harmonical progress-
ion as a series of terms which can be arranged in the form
1
_
1
__
1
_
1
__
a
’
a+d
,
a+2d’" a+(n-^lTd
where a denotes the fundamental quantity, d denotes a common differ-
ence, and n denotes the number of terms taken into consideration.
In other words, if the series is arranged with 1 for the several
numerators, the denominators taken in order have a common dif-
ference .
In any harmonical series, a,b,c, ,p,q,r,
,
if we take
any three consecutive terms as p,q,r,we shall have the truth that
p/r = (p-q ) /kq-r
)
for the following reason. By our above definition, if we ar-
range the series in the form
V’ ~r- d- ' h’ +’ +’ —
a b c p q r
there is a common difference between the successive terms of the
corresponding arithmetical progression. Such being the case
1 1 _ T ' 1
r q ~ q p
'H
.
By combining the fractions on both sides of the equality
sign, we obtain -—-— " 1 which, if we multiply by —
qr pq q “ r
p/r,= (p-q)/(q-r) is the result. Another and simpler method is
as follows: 1/r - 1 /q = 1/q - 1 /p : pq - pr r pr - qr
Therefore p(q - r) = r(p - q) and p/r- (p-q)/(q-r).
The geometrical mean of two quantities, a and b, is V ab.
Likewise the arithmetical mean between the same two quantities is
a +- b
2 . To obtain the harmonical mean between a and b we proceed
as follows. If a and b are two tewms of a harmonical progression,
1 /a and 1 /b are two terms in the corresponding arithmetical pro-
gression. The arithmetical mean between 1 /a and 1/b is either
1/b
. or (at b ) / ( 2ab )
.
2
a and b is 2ab/(a b).
Hence the harmonigal mean between
A simple relation exists between the three means mentioned
o V} K
above. x ---- = ab or the square of the geometrical mean.
2 a + b
Therefore the three means are of such a nature that the geometrical
mean is the mean proportional between the harmonical and the
arithmetical
.
If the rth term is a and the sth term is b, then the (r-f-s)th
term is r
~ s '
,
if a and b are the terms of a harmonical series,
rb-sa
For if a and b are members of a harmonical series, then 1 /a and
/—*
1 /IS are members of the arithmetical series. Therefore 1/a- 1/b
= (r-s)d where d denotes the difference in the corresponding arith-
metical series. By solving the above, we obtain d = ( 1 /a-1 /b ) /(r-s)
or (b-a) /ab(r-s ) . If we consider 1 /a as the rth term of the cor-
responding arithmetical series, then the (r+s)th term will be
l/a+ s( (b-a) /ab(r-s ) ) . By combining the fractions we obtain
b ( r-s ) s (b-a )
_
br -sa
ab( r-s ) ab( r-s )
Therefore the (r+s)th term of the harmonic series is
ab ( r -s
)
•
rb - sa
It is impossible to find an expression for the summation ofa
' o Badges , _i ''1 r
harmonic series which is not a function of the number of terms
involved. In this respect it is different from the other two
progressions
.
Harmonic Ranges and Pencils.
By a range is meant merely a series of collinear points. Fre-
quently the line joining the points is called the axis. At this
point it is well to mention the fact that in pure geometry not
only the magnitude of a line or segment of a line is considered
but also the direction. In this respect it differs from elementary
geometry where only magnitude is concerned. Thus taking any point

as the origin and el deciding that one direction is positive,
the opposite direction is negative. Quite frequently botn the
origin and direction are arbitrary but when a certain direction has
been decided upon as being positive, the opposite direction is there-
fore fixed as negative. The following simple diagram will illustrate
P* P. £
-fO -(V a)
Given the collinear points, %, F/t upon the line
AB. Take another point on AB as 0 for the origin. If we call
0F°, 0F
(2
/ positive, then ]?£, %P, are negative. The above
is thus considered whether the range is harmonic or not. We are
not here concerned with any range except the harmonic.
If ABCD are four collinear points, then it is possible to ar-
range these points in twenty-four cross ratios. If by (ABCD) we
A R y pn
mean
y
--
~‘
,
we find that these twenty-four ratios can be ar-
AD x CB
ranged in three groups of eight each. Every member of each group
is equal to or the reciprocal of every other member. If we should
denote by \ ,m ,n , the values of the three groups, (ACBD), (ADCB),
(ABDC), we find that there are four cross ratios equal to each of
I, m
,
n
,
1/1,1/iM/n
.
If , .
AC x BD AD x CB AB x DC
1
- ~ AD x~BC * m ~ AB x CD ; n “ AC x DB"
by multiplication we obtain linn = -1. At this time we are con-
17
.
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cerned' only with the cross ratios when the points are so arranged
that —i --— - - ' or A- - - -——— - -1 in which case the range is said
BC x AD AD x CB
to be harmonic. If - -1, then = 1/-1 « -1 = m.
l z ] /m - AC x DB DC x AB _ AC x DB - DC x AB1 / " CB x AD AD x BC CB x AD
If we take A as origin and let AB be denoted by b, AC by c etc,
we obtain by substitution
c (b-d ) *-( c-d ) cb-cd-cb^bd ,
or = 1
(b-c)d bd-cd
Therefore + 1/m =1. Since m = -1, J_ -2. Likewise n= 1/2.
Therefore the three sets of values, when ( ABCD ) is harmonic,
are 2, -1, and 1/2. The converse is tb also true.
By a harmonic range then, we mean that four collinear points
are so arranged that AB:BC = AD:CD. Another way of stating the re-
lation is AB/BC = AD/DC or by a simple operation AB/BC x DC/AD= -1.
The reason that we obtain a -1 is because in considering the
direction as well as the magnitude of the line, we find that one of
the segments is taken in the opposite direction to the others. In
f
dividing a line internally, the segments are in opposite directions.
In order to simplify matters, we shall denote the fact that ABCD
form a harmonic ratio by the abbreviation (ABCD). We shall also
speak of A yC and B,D as conjugate points, also that D is the fourth
harmonic of B for A and C. Likewise C is the fourth harmonic of
f
.
r
-
'
i
—
A for B and D.
Any line is divided harmonically when it is divided internally
and externally in the same ratio.
a 3 a J>
£ ; 1 i 1 —
Thus the line BD is divided harmonically by A and C if AB:AD= CB:CD
It is also true that if the points A and C divide BD into harmonic
segments, then B and D divide AC into harmonic segments also. The
following proportions will show a method of proof.
AB:AD= CB : CD, CD:AD= CB : AB, DC : DA- BC : BA
.
Certain interesting relations exist between the segments of
a line divided harmonically. Thus if (ABCD) is harmonic, then
2/AC= 1/AB+ 1/AD for if in the above figure we take any point A as
the origin and denoting the distance from A to C,B,and D by c,b,
and d and substituting in the relation AB x CD= BC x AD, we obtain
b(d-c)= (c-b)d or bd-bc- cd-bd; 2bd = bc+cd.
Dividing by bed we obtain 2/c = 1/d + l/b or by referring to the fig-
ure, 2/AC = 1 /AB + 1 /AD. A similar relation exists in regard to 2/BD,
\
2/CA, and 2/DB. The converse may be proved by reversing the steps.
Likewise if we take a fifth point collinear with ABCD, calling
this point 0, we have the following relation
20C/AC= OB/AB + OD/AD.
The above relation is true as can be shown by the following.
/?.

Let 0C= 0 A -/-AC; 0B= Ok+ AB • 0D S OA AD.
By substitution we obtain
2(0A+-.AC)_ OA^AB^ OA + AD
AC
=
AB ^ AD
20A/AC -/-2 = OA/AB *- 1 -+ GA/AD + 1 . Dividing by Gift, we obtain
2/AC= 1/AB-f-l/AD. Hence the relation is true.
Again assuming that (ABCD) is harmonic and that 0 is any fifth
point col linear with ABCD, another interesting relation holds be-
tween the five points. Take 0 as the origin and denote the seg-
ments OA, OB, OC, and OD by a, b, c, and d. Since AB/BC= -AD/DC,
and AB= OB-OA= b-a, also BC= c-b, AD= d-a, DC= c-d, therefore by
substitution we obtain
or (b-a)(c-d)= -(c-b)(d-a)
c-b c-d
or 2ac + 2bd = (a + c ) (b -/-di that is
20 A x 0C+-20B x 0D= ( OA + OC ) ( OB + OD )
If 0 is the midpoint of the segment AC, then 0A= -OC. By
substituting in the above relation we obtain
-20k- 20B x 0D= 0 or 0A= OB x OD.
This last relation is of especial importance in the discussion
of inverse points.
If Ok- OB x OD, then OB and OD must both be on the same side
of 0 otherwise OA would equal a negative quantity and OA would be
2.0
.

imaginary
.
Only one segment PP' can be found to divide two given collinear
segments harmonically. The proof is as follows. To begin with the
construction, take any point T not on the line and through ABT
and CDT draw circles. We thus obtain another point of intersection
R. Denote by X the point where TR cuts the line ABCD. With X as
a center and the tangents from X to one of the circles as radius,
describe a circle. Denote by U and V the points where this circle
cuts line ABCQ. U and V will be the required points. The follow-
ing illustrates the construction.
There can be but one segment which fulfills the required con-
ditions. The points U and V are real, coincident, or imaginary
depending upon whether the circle whose center is X cuts the line
AD in two, one, or no points.
we have two common illustrations of the harmonic ratio in
su.
'
elementary geometry viz: (a) The bisectors of the interior and
exterior angle ot a triangle divides the opposite side harmonically,
(b) The centers of similitude of two circles divide^ the line of
centers harmonically. The proofs are quite simple.
( a ) -
By elementary geometry, DB:DC= AB:AC. Also EB:EC= AB:AC.
Therefore DB:DC= EB.-EC. (ABCD) is harmonic.
(b)
If we denote the radius of the circle whose center is 0 by r,
and the circle whose center is O' by r', we have AO:AO'= r:r'.
Also BO : BO ' = r:r'. Therefore AO : AO ' = BO : BO ' and the line of centers
is divided harmonically at A and B.
If we join the four points forming a harmonic range to a fifth
point outside the range, there is formed a harmonic pencil. There
is no restriction^ as to where this fifth point is to be.
/
Harmonic Pencils.
Six.
.
If in the above figure (ABCD) is a harmonic range, then O-ABCD
cx,
is^harraonic pencil designated by (O-ABCD). OA, OB, OC, OC, are called
the rays of the harmonic pencil. The following theorem is derived
from the corresponding theorem in connection with harmonic ranges.
If we have two pairs of lines PA and FB and also PC and PD throu^
the same point P, then one pair of lines and only one can be found
harmonic with these. These lines are either real, c'oincident, or
imaginary on the same conditions that existed in regard to ranges.
The above assumes the following theorem which is fundamental
in the discussion of harmonic ranges and pencils. "The rays of a
harmonic pencil cut any transversal in a harmonic range."
In proving the above theorem, another truth needs to be brought
forward. In the figure, since the triangles AOB and BOC have the
same altitude, their areas bear the same ratio to each other as
% 3 .
rr
n
their bases* We therefore have the proportion
AB/BC = triangle AOB/triangle BoC.
By trigonometry the area of a triangle is equal to one-half the
product of two sides multiplied by the sine of the included angle.
The area of the triangle AGB is then equal tc OA x OB x sin AOB
divided by two. Likewise the area of triangle BOG is equal to
OB x OC x sin BOC = triangle AOB _ OA x OB x sin AOB _ ar/rp
" BOC ~ OB x OC x " BOC
Likewise AD/DC = — x kD_ x By combining results
OD x OC x sin DOC
AB x_DC
_
OA^qpJJ? x OC qt_0D x sin AOB_ x sin DOC
BC x AD OA x OB x OC x OD x sin BOC x sin AOD
Therefore the ratio into which a transversal is cut by the four
rays depends upon the size of the angles at the vertex which are
not changed by varying the position of the transversal. Hence if
one of the ranges is harmonic, all are harmonic.
Still further^ properties are true of harmonic ranges and pencil
Suppose we have given the triangle ABC with the lines AX, BY,
and CZ drawn through the point P. If we suppose X ?
,
Y’, and Z’ to
be the four h harmonics respectively of X,. Y, and Z for the points

B,0j C , A ; and A,B. Then X', Y', and Z' are collinear.
To prove the above it is necessary to make use of the well
known theorems of Ceva and Menelaus. These theorems as applied
to the above figure are as follows.
(a) If the lines joining any point to the vertices A, B,
and C of a triangle meet the opposite sides in X, Y, and Z, then
AZ x BX x CY = ZB x XC x YA
(b) If any transversal meet the sides BC, CA
,
and AB of
a triangle in X', Y', and Z' respectively and if
AZ’ x BX’ x CY r = -Z'B x X’C x Y’A
then X', Y', and Z' are col linear.
Since (AZBZ’), (CXBX'T, and (AYCY') are harmonic
AZ/ZB = -AZ’/Z'B; BX/XC = -BX’/X’C; CY/YA = -CY'/Y’A.
Therefore AZ T x BX ' x CY ' _
Z’B x X'C x Y'A
-—
-1 or X', Y', and Z' are collinear
The following is true of harmonic ranges.
Let ABCD and abed be two harmonic ranges on different lines.
Denote by XYZW the meets of Ab and aB etc. Suppose the lines
..
of the two ranges to meet in the point P or p depending upon
whether we consider it of the range ABCD or abed. Denote by P’
and p' the points corresponding to P and p on the two lines. Then
the corresponding meets are on the line P'p'.
The reason is as follows. By hypothesis (PP'ABCD)= (pp'abcd).
Therefore (a-PP'ABCD) = (A^abcd). Hence we have Aa as a ray com-
mon to both pencils and are in perspective. Therefore the meets lie
on a line through P'p'. The proof of this' last past can be found
on page (5a2 .
Harmonic Properties of Triangles.
Reference has already been made to the fact that a line div-
ided internally and externally in the same ratio forms a harmonic
range. These conditions are fulfilled by the bisectors, internal
and external, of a triangle. Many conclusions can be derived
from the consideration of a triangle and its bisectors. Let the
following figure be that of an ordinary triangle with all of its
interior and exterior Disectors. (Figure on next page)
Let ABC be the triangle with AF, BE, and CG the interior
bisectors and with MAK, MBL, and LCK the exterior bisectors. Pro-
duce these bisectors until they meet in points I, K, L, H, D, M,
and 0 with the points D, I, and H on the sides produced.

The following theorems are true from elementary geometry.
"The bisectors of two exterior angles of a triangle and the bisect-
or of the third interior angle meet in a point." "The bisectors
of the interior angles of a triangle meet in a point."
From these theorems, AK, BL, and CG meet in a point BL,
-ill
CL, and AF meet in L; AK, CK, and BE meet in the point E. Let KLM
be called the exterior triangle of the triangle ABC.
/
From elementary geometry (BGAI), (HBFC),and ICEAD) are harmonic.
By definition if (
By defition if (BGAI$) is harmonic, then (C-BGAI) is harmonic.
Therefore by a previous paragraph, all transversals that cut the
rays CB, CG, CA, and Cl are thereby divided harmonically. In ac-
cordance with this, (BOEK) is harmonic. By similar reasoning, since
(HBFG) is harmonic, then (A-HBFC) is harmonic and therefore (MGOC)
is harmonic. Likewise since (CLAD) is harmonic, then (B-CEAD) is
harmonic and therefore (AOFL) is harmonic. From this we can draw
the following conclusion.
"Each bisector of an interior angle of a triangle is divided
harmonically by the vertex of the angle bisected, the incenter,
the opposite side, and the point where the bisector intersects the
oisectors of the opposite angles."
Since (BOEK) is harmonic, then (C-BOEK) is harmonic and there-
fore (HMAK) is harmonic. Since (MGOC) is harmonic, then (A-MGOC)
is harmonic and therefore (DMBL) is harmonic. In the same way since
(AOFL) is harmonic and tnerefore (B-AOFL), then (IKCL) is harmonic.
From the above we can draw the following conclusion.
"Each exterior bisector of an angle of a triangle is divided
harmonically by the opposite side of the original triangle (pro-

duced if necessary), the other two exterior bisectors, and the ver-
tex of the angle bisected."
It also follows that (HDN1) is harmonic.
If the bisector of the angle ACB also bisects the opposite
side AB, then the triangle ABC would be isosceles and the exterior
bisector of the angle C would be parallel to AB and therefore meet
AB at infinity. In other words, the point I would be at infinity.
The same would be true of H and D if AF bisected BC and BE bisected
AC. Vie therefore have the following theorem or truth.
"The fourth harmonic of the point bisecting the line joining
two points for the same two points is the point at infinity."
If the triangle were equilateral, then I, H, and D would all
be at infinity. The figure below will show what the result would be
if the original triangle were equilateral.
,
T
/
.
By a well known theorem in pure geometry, If two harmonic
ranges are placed in perspective, the joins of corresponding points
will be collinear. We have already indicated the proof of this
statement. In that case, the points IHD are collinear. This
would be true whatever the shape of the original triangle. In the
case where the triangle is equilateral, the line IHD would be the
line at infinity. Such being the case, if any two of the three
points are given, the third is determined and will be on the line
at infinity. Referring to the figure, this means that if AF bisects
BC, and if BF bisects AC, then CG will of necessity bisect AB. We
then have the following conclusion.
"If the internal bisectors of two angles of a triangle bisect
the opposite sides, the third internal bisector will bisect the
opposite side and the triangle will be equilateral."
Another case is when the triangle is right-angled. The fol-
lowing figure will show the result.
The only point of interest in the above is that the pencil
(C-IBGA) might be called an orthogonal pencil since the two pairs
of rays are perpendicular.
( The figure is on the following page. )
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Two ranges (ABCD), (abed) are said to be homographic when
if A corresponds to a etc, any cross ratio of ABCD is equal to the
corresponding cross ratio of abed. These ranges may be either on
SI.

the same or different lines. We are here concerned with harmonic
homographic ranges on different lines. Each range will consist of
four points. The fundamental principle which we need is this.
"Two ranges are in perspective if two homographic ranges on
different lines are so arranged that the meet of the two ranges is
a point common to both."
Take the two homographic ranges (ABCD) and (abed) with the com-
mon point A coinciding with a. Let Bb and Cc meet in the point V.
Denote by d' the point where VD cuts the range abed. It is evi-
dent that (ABCD)= (abcd'D = (abed). Therefore d and d' coincide
and the line Dd passes through V which is the meet of Bb and Cc.
Hence the joins of the corresponding points are concurrent.
The above principle can be applied to certain geometrical
theorems commonly found in elementary geometry. For example:
"The line joining the midpoints of two sides of a triangle
is parallel to the third side."
( For figure see next page.)
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AIf DE is the line joining the midpoints, D and E, of the sides
AB and AC of the triangle ABC, then (ADBw) and (AECw*) are harmonic.
The ranges are therefore homographic with the point A in common.
Therefore DE, BC, ww'ipeet in a point which must be cn the line
at infinity. Therefore DE and BC are parallel.
"The line joining the midpoints of the parallel sides of a
trapezoid passes through the point of intersection of the non-
parallel sides."

the line PT passes through R which is the point of intersection
of AB and DC. It is evident that (wBTC) and CwaPD) are harmonic
and therefore homographic with w as the common point. The ranges
are therefore in perspective, that is AB, PT, and DC are concurren t.
The Complete Quadrilateral.
In the figure of the complete triangle, if we take any two
vertices as A and B and also the incenter 0 and the corresponding
excenter M, we have a quadrilateral whose sides produced meet in
K and L, and whose diagonals intersect at G, I, and C. From the
truths already derived concerning the triangle, we can deduce the
following concerning a complete quadrilateral.
"Each diagonal of a complete quadrilateral is divided harmo-
nically by the two vertices which it connects andthe other two
diagonals.
"
Inasmuch ash considering AMBO a quadrilateral, nothing was
stated as to the point C and likewise AC and BC, AMBO may be
considered as any inscribed quadrilateral with om as the diameter.
The point C can be found such that 0 and M will be respecticely
the incenter and excenter of the triangle ABC. We thus obtain
the harmonic properties of a complete quadrilateral whether in-
scribed or not by projection.

The four sides of a complete quadrilateral meet in six points
which are called the vertices. The other three lines which can
These harmonic lines form what is called the harmonic triangle.
If we consider the figure as being six lines joining four points,
we have a complete quadrangle with the points as the harmonic
points forming the harmonic triangle. The usual method cf proving
the harmonic properties of a complete quadrilateral is as follows.
Using the figure on page (3s )
,
we are to prove that (DMBN) is
harmonic. Take M' as the fourth harmonic of N for D and B. We
would then have the harmonic pencil (A-DM'BN). Therefore (LS'RN)
is harmonic or S' is the fourth harmonic of N for L and R. Like-
^
i
wise we may prove that CM' cuts LR in the fourth harmonic of N for
L and R. Therefore CM' and AM' are the same line and M' coincides
with M or M is the fourth harmonic of N for B and D. The harmonic
properties may also be proven by projection.
The general form of a complete quadrilateral is the following:
join these six points are called the diagonals or harmonic lines
i
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The triangle LMR formed by the three harmonic points L, M,
and R is called the harmonic triangle of the complete quadrilater-
al .
The properties of a complete quadrilateral give us a method
of ascertaining the fourth harmonic of a given point for two
given points, using a ruler only.
Suppose the given points to be A, B, and D. Take any line
through A and on this line take two points E and F. Let- EB and ED
intersect at G. Let BF and ED intersect at H. Let GH intersect
AD at C. Then C is the desired point. This is true because we
may consider GBHD as the complete quadrilateral of which BD is
one of the diagonals.
From the above it is evident that we can construct the
fourth harmonic ray of a given ray for two given rays.
The following exercises illustrate some of the possibi 1 i ties
in connection with a complete quadrilateral.
AO, BO, and CO meet BC, CA, and AB in P, Q, and R; OR,
_• A
RP, and PQ meet BC, CA, and AB in X, Y, and Z. Show that (BPCX),
(CQAY), (ARBZ) are harmonic ranges and that X, Y, and Z are col-
linear. Suppose the following figure constructed according to con-
ditions
By taking into consideration the quadrilateral QORA, PC is a
diagonal and therefore divided harmonically or (BDCX) is harmonic.
By taking the quadrilateral YZQR, ZR is the diagonal and there-
fore (ARBZ) is harmonic. By taking the quadrilateral BAOC, CA is
the diagonal and therefore (CQAY) is harmonic. Therefore XZY
are collinear.
If a transversal meet BC, CA, and AB in X, Y, and Z, and the
join of A to the meet of BY and CZ cut BC in P, then (BPCX) is
harmonic and the three lines formed like AP are concurrent.
Suppose the below figure constructed according to the condi-
tions. Considering the quadrilateral AYDZ, we have as diagonals
AD, ZY
,
and BC. Therefore the diagonal BC is divided harmonically
at P and X or (BPCX) is harmonic. In like manner the other sides
37
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would be divided harmonically by lines similar to AP. Therefore by
the use of Ceva's and Menelaus' theorems the lines similar to
AP would be concurrent.
If in the figure of the complete quadrilateral on page (ss) AB
and DC are parallel, then the other point R will be at infinity.
In other words, if ABCD is a parallelogram, the point R and in like
manner the point L will be at infinity. Since L and R determine the
line LR, the line LR would be at infinity. Since N is on the line
LR and is the fourth harmonic of M for B and D, then M bisects BD.
In the same way, S is at infinity and consequently M bisects AC.
therefore M is the midpoint of both AC ana BD. We therefore have
the elementary theorem that the diagonals of a parallelogram bi-
sect each other.

There are certain properties which are applicable to that
form of quadrilateral called a trapezoid.
ABCD may be considered a complete quadrilateral with bC and
AD parallel. In that case L is a point at infinity and SL, CB, ML,
and DA are all parallel. As before, let the diagonals DB and AC
meet the other diagonal RL at N and S. We therefore have the har-
monic ratios (NBMD), IAMCS), ( RTMP ) , (RBQA ) , and (RCVD). We
therefore have results which may be stated as follows.
"If in a trapezoid, the non-parallel sides are produced until
they meet, the point of meeting is a fourth harmonic of the point
where the line, through the intersection of the diagonals, drawn
parallel to the bases cuts the sides for the extremities of the
\
respective s-ides. The line connecting the point of meeting with
the point of intersection of the diagonals is cut harmonically
by the parallel sides."
37
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In accordance wi th the previous conclusion, if U is the midpoint
of AB and (ABCD) is harmonic, then R must be at infinity. Referring
to the above figure, in order for Q to be the midpoint of AB, M
*
must be the midpoint of both BD and CA or in other words ABCD
would be a parallelogram in which case AB and DC would meet at
infinity.
Properties of a Pentagon.
Extending the properties of the complete quadrilateral still
further, we obtain certain properties relating to a pentagon.
\
Taking any diagonal as AC and consider the diagonal BD as the
corresponding interior diagonal. Extend the diagonal DC, which
we might call the second corresponding interior diagonal, until
they meet at L. Call LR the corresponding exterior diagonal. From
the properties of a complete quadrilateral we obtain the following.
"Any diagonal of a complete pentagon is cut harmonically by
the corresponding interior and exterior diagonals."’

Poles and Polars.
There are tw ft methods of defining a pole and polar depending
upon the viewpoint taken. The polar of a point may be defined as
the locus of the fourth harmonics of the given point for the points
where a line through the point cuts the circle of reference.
The polar of a point may also be defined as the chord of
contact of the tangents from the given point to the circle. In
case the point is within the circle, the polar would be a per-
pendicular to a line joining the point to the center where the
tangents with respect to the point intersect. By "with respect to"
we mean tangents to the circle at the points where the chord
through the given point perpendicular to the line joining the
point to the center cuts the circle. We are nere concerned with
the harmonic definition. The other can be readily derived.
The following truths in regard to poles and polars are well
known and are assumed without proof at this time.
(a) If the polar of A passes through B, then the pol-
ar of B passes through A.
(b) The pole of the line joining A and B is the point
of intersection of the polar of A and B.
jc) If the line a contains the pole of the line b,
a
.
then b contains the pole of

(d) Poles of concurrent lines are collinear and cecip-
rocal ly
.
The following exercises relating to poles and poiars illustrate
some further truths.
The poiars of any point for the three pairs of sides of a
triangle meet the opposite sides in three collinear points
Given the triangle ABC and the* point 0. Let AO, BO, and CO
meet the opposite sides in points P, Q, and R. Let the poiars of
0 meet the sides in P', u', and R'. We are to show that P', Q',
and R' are collinear. BP/PC = -BP'/P'C; Likewise we have that
CO/QA - -CQ'/Q'A; also AR/RB = -AR'/R'B. Therefore the lines
AP, BQ, and OR are concurrent. By Ceva's theorem, we obtain
AR x BP x GQ -
1
RB x PC x QA
A
By substitution we obtain AR' x BP' x CQ ' -
_ 1
R’B x P'C x Q'A
/'
Therefore by the converse of Menelaus' theorem, P', Q', and
R' are collinear.
The polars of any line for the pairs of vertices of a triangle
connect concurrently with the opposite vertices.
Given the triangle ABC and the line PQ cutting the sides
of the triangle at P, Q, and R. Let P', Q’, and R' be the poles
of FQ for B,C; C, A ; A # B; We are to show that AP', BQ '
,
and
CR' are concurrent. By Menelaus theorem, since PQ is a transver-
i AR x BP x CQ - i
sal
> RB x PC X QA
’ 1
* But by hypothesis AR/RB =
-AR'/R'B;
BP/PC =
-BP'/P'C; CQ/QA =
-CQ'/Q'A. Therefore by substitution
, A . AR' x BP' x CQ'
we obtain
"r ' B x P ' C x u” “ _1 * Ther efore by the converse of
Ceva's theorem we have that AP
' ,
Bu
' ,
and CR' are corcurrent.
If we define homographic ranges as ranges of such a nature
that to every cross ratio of every four points A, B, C, and D, on
one range there is an equal cor responding cross ratio (A'B'C'D’)
on the other range, and if we define ~ wnomographic pencils in a

similar manner, then a range formed by any number of points on a
given line is homographic with the pencil formed by the polars of
these points for a circle.
This is true since from the following figure if the points
are called A, B etc on the line 1 and LA', LB' etc are the corres-
ponding polars, then from geometrical considerations the pencil
O-AB etc is superposable on the pencil L-A ' B ' etc. By projection
the above is true of any conic as well as of the circle.
L
The following gives certain properties of the projection of
a point on perpendicular diameters.

Let A be the point in question with its projections B ana C on
tne perpendicular diameters GH and IJ. Let D be the pole of BC. Let
the projection of D upon GH and IJ be E and F. Then EF is tangent
to the circle at the point &. The reason is this. Since the polar
of D passes through B and C, the polar of D and C passes through D.
The polars of B and C are perpendicular to the lines BO and CO.
Therefore DL and DF are the polars of B and C respectively. The
polar of F must be perpendicular to 00 at C. Therefore also the
polar of E must be perpendicular to OB at B. Therefore AB and AC are
the polars of E and F. The line joining E and F will be the polar
of the point of intersection of AB and BC. This point is A. Since
A is on the circle, EF is tangent to the circle at A.
We are also correct in drawing the following conclusion .
"The tangent to a circle at a given point cuts two perpen-
dicular diameters in points which are the poles of the perpen-
diculars from the given points to the diameters."
The following shows the position of the polar of points when
these points are in different positions relative to the circle.
HS.

Ie know that OB x OD = OC
a
=r^ From algebraic processes
&
we can derive certain geometric truths.
OD = rVGB. Whatever direction r is taken, the square of
r is always positive. Hence the point D lies on the same side
of 0 as B. The following table will show the various positions.
If OB = 0, OD=°tfpolar of center is line at infinity.
If OB OD - 0 polar of point at infinity is line
through the center.
If OB s r, 0D= r pol^.r of point on circle is the tangent
at that point.
If 0B> r y 0D<^r polar of point without circle is
within circle.
If 0B<^r, OD > r polar of point within circle is with
out the circle.
These same truths can be derived geometrically from the
above figure. This also gives us a method of deriving the
length of the fourth segment when the other three are given.
To construct a Fourth Harmonic.
r (#
Given the collinear points A, B, and C. We are to find the f
fourth harmonic of B for A and C.
Construction: Upon AG as a diameter describe a circle. At
B erect a perpendicular intersecting the circle in points E and
F. Draw the radius OE. Draw DE perpendicular to OE meeting the
line AC in point D. Then D is the required fourth harmonic since
EF is the polar of D.
• If B should be the center of AC, BE would coincide with CE
and DE, being perpendicular to OE, would then be parallel to AC
and would therefore meet it at infinity. This again snows that
the fourth harmonic of the midpoint of the line joining two given
points is the point at infinity.
If B should coincide with C, the point D would then coincide
with C and we would have the fact that the fourth harmonic of one
of two given points with respect to these two points is the point
itself
.
Conjugate Lines and Points.
Following the usual custom, two points are said to be con-
jugate when the polar of either passes through the other. Two
lines are said to be conjugate when the pole of either lies on
the other. Two triangles which are in such a relation that the
vertices of one are the poles of the sides of the other, are said
to be conjugate. If in the same triangle each vertex is the pole

of the opposite side, the' triangle is said to be se 1 f -conjugate
.
The conic for which the triangle is said to be se 1 f -conjugate is
called the polar-conic. The word conic here is used in the general
sense of all conic sections.
Any triangle, regardless of its shape, is se 1 f -con j u^ate
with respect to some circle. This circle is either real or imag-
inary depending upon whether the triangle is obtuse or acute.
Given the triangle ABC with the angle A as an acute angle.
By the properties of poles and polars, if B is the pole of AC for
the circle, the line AC will be perpendicular to the line joining
B with the center of the circle. The same is true in regard to C
and AB and also A ana BC. The center of the polar-circle is there-
fore at the point where the three altitudes intersect. Since the
altituaes intersect in one and only one point, we can have one and
only one center. This point is evidently the orthocenter of the
n t.le. Ihe radius of this circle, if we consider the points A

ana D, is|/TU~lT"HD or in other words the mean proportional between
the segments into which H diviaes the altitude AD. When the ori-
ginal triangle is obtuse, HA x HD is positive and hence the radius
of the polar-circle is real. The triangles HBD and HEA are similar.
Therefore HB x HE = HD x HA. Also HD x HA - HF x HC. Therefore
each is the pole of the opposite side.
To investigate the case when the triangle is acute-angled, we
make use of the following figure.
A
In this case we can easily obtain the point H. In obtaining
the length of the radius, we are met by this fact. HA x HD is
negative. This is true since the segments extend in opposite di-
rections from the point H. Therefore the mean proportional be-
i
tween hA and HD is an imagninary quantity. Therefore the circle is
imaginary in case the angles of the triangle are all acute. It is
necessary and sufficient that the orthocenter be without the triangl
There is still another case to be considered. This is when

the triangle contains a right angle.
I
I
c
Suppose ABC to be the triangle with the right angle at B.
»
As in the other cases, the orthocenter is the center of the polar-
circle. In the above triangle, this center is at B. Since the
center divides the altitude from each of the vertices to the oppo-
site side into segments whose product is equal to the square of the
radius, we find It hat in the case under consideration that ri = 0 x BE
or 0. Therefore the radius of the ptflar-circle is equal to zero
or it may be considered as a point circle of the form
(X - kf + (Y - B)* - 0.
2_
If the center or origin of co-ordinates is at B, X + i - 0.
1 ine
The triangle formed by two perpendicular diameters and the
at infinity is se 1 f -con jugate for the circle.
A
~B
So.

Le't AB be the line at infinity with AC and CB the two per-
pendicular diameters. AB is the polar of C, BC is the polar of
A ana AC is the polar of B. Therefore ABC is se 1 f -con jugate
.
It is evident that upon any given line there are an infinite
number of pairs of conjugate points for a given circle, since for
any point that we take, there is the corresponding polar which
will intersect the line in a point conjugate to the given point.
These two points form a harmonic range with the points where the
line cuts the circle. The converse is also true. By an extension
of our discussion,, we find that through a given point an infinite
number of’ pairs of lines conjugate for a given circle can be drawn
These lines form a harmonic pencil with the tangents from the
point to the circle.
a point can be found conjugate to each of two given points.
From the figure, it is evident that C, the point of intersect
SI.
-

ion of the polar of A and B, is the conjugate to both A and B.
A line can be found conjugate to each of two given lines.
Let a and b be the given lines. It is evident that AB, con-
necting the poles of a and b, will be conjugate for the given lines.
If the pairs of conjugate lines are at. the center of the cir-
cle, they are called conjugate diameters. Conjugate diameters are
orthogonal
.
The following will- illustrate the relation of conjugate points
depending upon whether the original point is outside, on, or within
the circle and also at the center of the circle. We shall denote
by large and corresponding small letters the pairs of conjugate
S3
points.

From the figure it is evident that if the point is at infinity,
its conjugate is on line through the center and vice versa. If
the point is without, on, or within the circle, its conjugate is on
a line perpendicular to the line joining the original point to the
center at points within, on, or outside the circle.
The same is true of conjugate lines as will be seen by the
following diagram.
Any pair of conjugate lines form a harmonic pencil with the
pair of tangents from V to the circle.
The pole of any diameter is the point at infinity on any line
perpendicular to the diameter and the polar of any point at infinity
is the diameter perpendicular to any line through this point.
If we have given a right angled triangle ABC with the right
angle at C, and a circle tangent to the median CC' at C, then A
and a are conjugate points.
S3.

Circumscribe the circle about the triangle ABC. By elemen-
tary geometry, AB will be the diameter and C the center and C
on the circumference of the circle. Since the circle C" is tan-
gent to CC' of the triangle ABC, the two radii C"C and C'C are
perpendicular. Therefore the circles are orthogonal and A and
B are conjugate for the circle whose center is C".
Inverse. Points.
Two points lying on the same radius the product of whose
distances from the center of the circle is equal to the square
of the radius, are said to be inverse for the circle. This amounts
to the same as defining the inverse points as tnose points which
divide any diameter harmonically. From this it follows directly
that the inverse of the point at infinity is the center of the cir-
cle and vice versa.
A3L-C 2>—
<* cl V Z

If the four collinear points A, B, C, and D are harmonic,
then the corresponding inverse points a, b, c, and d are harmonic.
In the figure on the previous page
r
a
= OA x Oa “ OB x Ob = OC x Oc.
Therefore Oa = r^OA; Ob = r^OB.
By subtraction: Oa - Ob ~ (r*(OB - OA))/(CiA x OB)
ab = - (
r
x
x AB)/(OA x OB) = -(r a x AB)/(0A x OB) = -AB.
Therefore abed is harmonic.
If B and D are inverse points for AC and if E is any point
on the circle, then EA and EC bisect the angle BED and the ratio
LB:ED is independent of the position of E.
Draw a line through C parallel to AL meeting EA, LB, EC, ED
in points a, b, c, and d. Then abCd are harmonic and also bC= Cd.
ba is perpendicular to EC. Therefore EC bisects angle BED. In a
similar manner it can be proved that EA bisects externally $ne

angle BlD. From elementary geometry
EB : ED = BC : CD = constant.
Two circles are orthogonal if the tangents at the points of
intersection are perpendicular to each other. It is commonly known
that every circle constructed upon the segment between two in-
verse points for a circle, is orthogonal to the circle.
If two circles are orthogonal, the ends of any diameter of
one are conjugate with respect to the other circle.
Let A and B be the ends of the diameter of the circle whose
center is 0. Then A and B are conjugate for the circle whose
center is E. We may arrive at the proof in the following way.
(ABCD) is harmonic since the circles are orthogonal by hypothesis.
Therefore B is the fourth harmonic of A for C and D. Since C and
D are on the circumference of E, the polar of A must pass through
B.
Referring to a triangle, we find that the circle upon the
rr
three sides as diameters are orthogonal xo the polar circle.
Let ABC be the triangle in question with 0 as the center of
the polar circle of the triangle. The center 0 is the orthocenter
of the triangle. The. angle ADB is right. Therefore the vertex
\
D is on the circumference of the circle whose diameter is AC. The
vertex D is also on the circumference of the circle whose diameter
is AB. by hypothesis D is the fourth harmonic of A for E and F.
Therefore (AE0F) is harmonic and A and D are inverse for the circle
whose diameter is EF. Therefore the circle on AB and AC as diam-
eters are orthogonal to the polar circle. The same is true of the
circle upon BC as diameter.
If on the diagonals of a complete quadrilateral as diam-
eters are drawn three circles, then each of these cuts orthogonally

the circle about the harmonic triangle.
m
Let ABCD be the complete quadrilateral
with the diagonals AC,
bD, and LN. Then the triangle MtK is the
harmonic triangle. »e
are to prove that the circle about the triangle
MtK is orthogonal
to the circles upon AC, BD, and LN as diameters.
We already know that ( AMCK ) is harmonic. Therefore
the circle
through M and K is orthogonal to the circle upon AC
as diameter,
is also true of the circle upon BD and LN.
sr.
The same

The circle on each of the diagonals of a complete quadrilater-
al as diameters is orthogonal 'to the polar circle of each of the
four triangles formed by the sides of the quadrilateral
d'C t
*
ac'
Let EFG be the centers of the circles upon the diagonals of
the complete quadrilateral ABCD. Let HIJK be the centers of the
polar circles of the four t r iang les formed by the sides of the quad
rilateral. Let P be the center of the circle about the harmonic
triangle NMS. For the polar circle of the triangle LCD, LC is the
polar of D and therefore D and B are conjugate points for this
polar circle. The circle upon BD as a diameter will be orthogonal
to the polar circle. The same is true of AC and LR. The center of
these polar circles are the orthocenters of the above mentioned

triangle. These centers are H, I , J, and K. Since the circles
upon the diagonals are orthogonal to each of the polar circles, the
diagonal circles are co-axal. This is true since each orthocenter
is equidistant from each of the three diagonal circles. Likewise
the polar circles are coaxal and therefore the midpoints of the
diagonals are collinear. The same is true of the orthocenters.
Since the circle circumscribing the harmonic triangle is orthogonal
t?o the diagonal circles, its center is collinear with the orthocen-
ters.
In applying the aoove to the consideration of a triangle, we
1
find that the polar circle of a triangle is orthogonal to the circle
having for its diameter the line drawn from any vertex to any point
on the opposite side.
A and D are conjugate points for the circle S. Therefore any
circle on AD as an axis is orthogonal to S. The circle on any other

line from A to BC as diameter will also be orthogonal to S. This
series of circles will be coaxal and the centers will be col linear
From this we infer that the midpoints of lines drawn from a vertex
of a triangle to the opposite side are collinear.
A method is given for drawing a circle through two given
points to cut a given sehment harmonically.
Supposing we are given the segment AB and the two points P
and Q. We are to draw a circle through P and Q so as to cut AB
harmonically. In order for the circle PQ to cut AB harmonically,
it is necessary and sufficient that the circle through PQ should
be orthogonal to the circle upon AB as diameter. Such being the
case, it is necessary and sufficient that OQ x OE = It is
therefore possible to find the point E on the line GQ such that
OQ x OL shall equal the square of OB. This is therefore the radiis
Q ^1 1 L ^^ required circle. The circle required must pass through PQ

and L. This will cut the line AB harmonically since if a circle
cuts one diameter harmonically, it cuts every aiameter harmonically
Projection of Harmonics.
Two kinds of projections might be considered in connection
with harmonic properties viz: orthogonal and conical. Conical
ptojection may be either right or oblique. In order that the dis-
cussion may be general, whenever conical projection is considered,
oblique will be meant. By these kinds of projections we mean
those usually considered under these terms. In their application
to harmonic ratios we have the fact that in orthogonal projection
the projection of a harmonic ratio is a harmonic ratio.
Thus if we have given the harmonic ratio ( ABCD ) in the plane

p, its projection upon the parallel plane II or A'B’C'D' is also
harmonic. This is also true because AD is parallel to A'D’ and
AA', BB', CC', DD', are also parallel to each other. The pro-
jection of AD upon the non-parallel plane p is also harmonic since
AD and A M D M are in the same plane and cut by the parallels AA",
BB", CC", DD". Incidentally (abed) is harmonic. This shows that
the parallel projection whether orthogonal or not of a harmonic
range is harmonic.
If (ABCD) is harmonic and Ok, OB, OC, and OD are concurrent
lines, then the lines OA, OB, OC, and OD intercept harmonic seg-
ments on any transversal cutting these rays. Likewise if (V-ABCD)
is harmonic, its projection ( V ' -A ' B ' C ' D
'
) is also harmonic.
The projective method of proof is sometimes much more simple
than other methods. The harmonic properties of a complete quad-

ri lateral can be easi lT4oved by the projective method. Referring
to the diagram on the next page, let ABCD be the given quadrilateral
with the diagonals AC, BD, and XZ. Let V be the vertex of pro-
jection.
We find that ABCD projects into A'B'C'D', a parallelogram,
if we take XZ as the vanishing line. This is true since if X
projects into a point at infinity, C'D', O'M', and A'B' are par-
allel. In the same way D'A', N'L', and C'B' are parallel. By
elementary geometry D'B', C'A', and O'M', also D'C, A'B', D’A',
and C'B' are all bisected thus forming a harmonic ratio or range
with the points at infinity. Therefore the corresponding segments
in the original quadrilateral will be harmonic.
If ABCD is an inscribed or circumscribed quadrilateral, we
would have as the result a figure inscribed or circumscribed to a
conic
.
-

1/

Harmonic Properties of a Conic.
The harmonic properties of a conic are in a large measure de-
rived from those of a circle by projection since harmonic properties
are projective. It is therefore advisable at times in considering
the harmonic properties to project the conic into a circle ano note
the corresponding relations with respect to the circle.
Some of these properties obtained by projection and also by re-
ciprocation are the following.
(a) A conic is cut by a line in two points only which may
be real, coincident, or imaginary.
(b) Two tangents and only two can be drawn from any point to
a conic. These tangents may be either real, coincident, or
imaginary depending upon whether the point is outside, on,
or within the conic.
(c) The polar of a point for a conic is a line, the polar
being the locus of the fourth harmonic of the point for the
conic.
(d) The polar of a point is either within, on, or without
the conic depending upon whether the point is without, on,
or within the conic.
(e) The truths already deduced concerning circles as regards

conjugate lines and points are true of conics in general.
(f) The truths concerning sel f -con jugate triangles as re-
gards circles are true of conics.
(g) We may also transfer the truths concerning a complete
quadrilateral and quadrangle to figures inscribed in or
circumscribed about a conic.
If a chord. AC of a conic is dravm through the fixed point P,
and if TT ' is the polar of P
,
then 1 /AB + 1/CB - 2/PB', or
is equal to a constant where AB and OB' are the perpendi cu lars
from A and C to TT '
.
Since by definition (AP'CP) is harmonic, l/AP'-P 1/CP' - 2/PP’
or 1 -P AP ' / CP ' = 2AP'/PP'. The triangles ABP ?
,
UP'B', and PP'B"
i
are similar. Therefore AP'/CP' = AB/CB'; AP'/PP' = AB/PB'.
Therefore by substitution
1 -f- AB/CB' = 2AB/PB" or 1/AB -P 1/CB’ = 2/PB".
If a series of conics be drawn touching two given lines at
mv
.
given points, the polar of every point on the chord of contact
C for AB which would be the same for all conics inder consideration.
Therefore the two points determine the polar of any point for all
tne conics. The other point is P.
Employing the same conditions as above, the pole of any line
through P is the same for all conics being the fourth harmonic
of tfte point where the line cuts AB for AB which is the same- for
all the conics.
In the following figure, if through the point V be drawn the
chord PQ of a conic and if VY be drawn perpendicular to the polar
of V, then VY bisects the angle PYQ or its supplement.

1/
The above is true for the reason that it is given tnat
(UQnp)
is harmonic. It is also given that UY is
perpendicular to AB.
Therefore UY ana AY bisect the exterior and
interior angle at Y.
In the following figure, if the tangents TP, TP’ to a
conic
are cut by the tangent at Q which is parallel to the chord of
contact PP' , in LL', then LQ - CL .
The conic may be projected into a circle in whicn harmonic
properties are the same as in the original conic. iC passes through
y ana bisects angle PTP’ and is perpendicular to LL ' . It is
therefore perpendicular to RT. TR being parallel, LL' meets it
at infinity. Also (L'QLw) is harmonic. Therefore LQ equals QL'.
6 ?.

If in the following figure, P is the pole of chord TT' of
a conic and the tangent at any other point B meets PT, TP', ana
TT' at A, C, and D, then (ABCD) is harmonic.
Let PB cut TT' at E. The polar of P passes tnrough D. There-
fore the polar of D passes through P. The polar of D also passes
through B. Therefore the polar of D is BP. By definition (TET'D)
is harmonic. Therefore (P-TET'D) and hence (ABCD) are harmonic.
In the following figure, if from any point on the line XY
tangents PT and PI" are drawn to a conic and P' be the pole of XY
and A be any point, then we. have that
A
,
p/P '
, p -f A , c /P ' , q - 2A, XY/P ' , XY.
where A,p means the perpendicular from A to the line p.
7*.

By the law of similar triangles, the above becomes
Ab/Pb -h Ad/Pd = 2AC/P'C.
Let P' be the origin. We then have by substitution
(b-a )/b+ (d-a) = 2(c-a)/c ;
.
1- a/b
-h 1- a/d = 2- 2a/cj
a/b + a/d = 2a /c; 1 /b 1/d = 2/c.
But P'bcd is harmonic. Therefore 1 /b + 1 /d = 2/c, and the
proposition is proved.
If two chords are drawn from any point on the conic forming
equal angles with the tangents at the given point, then the pole
of the line which joins the other ends of the chords lies on the
normal at the given point.
Therefore (T-AFBH) is harmonic. But TH bisects the angle GTB,
therefore TF bisects angle ATB. Therefore angle DTF equals angle
7/

FTP and equals a right angle. Therefore TF is the normal at . .
A variable chord TT' of a conic passes through a fixed point
The tangents at T and T' meet on a fixed line.
T
T-
Suppose P to be the fixed point. Draw the line PB cutting
the conic S in points 0 and A. Since the line TP and T'P are
drawn tangent to the conic at the points where TT' cuts the conic
P is the pole of the chord through B. Therefore the polar of B
v
passes through P. Therefore every point on the polar of B is a
pole of some chord through B. The poles of the chords through
B meet bn the polar of B.
Four points on a conic are said to be harmonic when they sub-
tend a harmonic pencil at every point on the conic. The follow-
ing is a slight modification ofVChasl.es ' theorem.
r

RSTM are four fixed points on a conic; r, s, t, and m are the
tangents to the conic at these points. X is a varia,iole point
on the conic, y is a variable tangent to the conic. Then the
cross ratio of the pencil X-RSTM is constant and equal to the cross
ratio of the range rstm. If the latter be harmonic, then the for-
mer is harmonic.
Project the figure on the previous page into that of a circle
with primes to represent the corresponding points. We obtain the
ow
folding figure.
In the circle, y'.-R'S’T'M' equals X'-R'S'T'M' being mutually
equiangular. Therefore by projective properties, y"-RSTM and
X-RSTM are equi cross and y"-RSTM is constant. Since r, s, t, and
m are the poles y"R, y"S, etc, the range rstm is equi cross with
y”-RSTM. Therefore the two are constant and equal.
If in. the following figure ABCD is an inscribed quadrilateral
with AB and CD meeting at F, and AC and BD meeting at G, and the
tangents AE and DE meeting at E, then E, F, and G are col linear.
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Extend AD and BC to meet at K. Draw FG. FGH is a self-conju-
gate triangle. Therefore FG is the polar of H. From construction
the polar of H passes through E. Therefore E is on the line FG.
If from any point exterior to a conic, a line be drawn inter-
secting the conic in A and B, the tangents from another exterior
point in CD, and the polar of the second point in E, then
CA x BE x ED = -DB x AE x EC.
By Chasles' theorem, Q-QABE = R-QABE; therefore we have
Q-CABE = N-EABD. Therefore by the law of cross ratios we have
CA x BE _ EA x BD
CE x BA ~ ED x BA
7*

Therefore CA x BE 1 * EC.
If ABC be a triangle inscribed in a conic and O' the pole
1
of AB, then if any line through C' cuts BC, AC, at M and N,
then M and N are conjugate points with respect to the conic.
Let the line C'M touch the conic at E and F. C' is the pole
of AB. Therefore (C'EHF) is harmonic. Therefore (EAFB) is
harmonic. Hence (AFCE) is harmonic and N and M are conjugate
points for tne conic.
The midpoints of a system of parallel chords of a conic
lie on a diameter
.
All the parallel chords pass through w. Therefore lACA'w)
is harmonic and the locus of C is the fourth harmonic of w for
AA' .

Conjugate diameters bisect chords parallel to the other.
C/J
Suppose AA' and CC to be the conjugate diamdters. Let BB' be
a chord parallel to CC'. It remains to be proven that AA' bisects
BB' . The pole of the diameter AA ' is at infinity. Since BB'
and CC' are parallel they will meet at infinity. Since AA' is the
polar of w, (BDB'w) is harmonic. Therefore BD = DB' or all chords
parallel to CC' are bisected by AA'.
The diagonals of a parallelogram circumscribing a conic are
conjugate diameters; and the points of contact are the vertices
of a parallelogram whose sides are parallel to the aoove diagonals.

rihe diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each other. Since
AbCD is a parallelogram, AD and BC meet at w. Therefore KF is a
diameter. Likewise LG is a diameter. Since they pass through tne
Center
, they are bisected at the center. Therefore hEFG is a par-
al lelogram.
Since D is the pole of HC and passes through the center,
hh ~ ] ' G * but A0 = oc
- Therefore HNG is parallel to AOC. Likewise
HkL is parallel to DOB. Since A is the pole of HE and G is the
pole of GF, the pole of AC is the intersection of. HE and GF which
being parallel to jB meets DB at w. Therefore the pole of AC is
on DB.
if a system of conics circumscribe a given quadrangle, the
diagonal point triangle is a se 1 f -con jugate triangle with re-
spect to each conic of the system.
( DK3F ) is harmonic. Therefore the polar of R passes through
.
fAKCH) is harmonic and consequently the polar of K passes
tnrough H. Likewise the polar of G is EK and the polar of E is GH
Therefore LEG is se 1 f -con juga.te
.
A and B are conjugate points with respect to a conic S: T is
any point on S. A r and BT cut B aga.in at D and E'; then DE passes
through the pole of AB.
definition of conjugate points, GK which is the polar of A
passes through B. Likewise FC, the polar of B, passes through A.
lherefore the pole of AB is the intersection of GK and FC or M.
(ADhi) is harmonic and (BENT) is also harmonic or in other words
(THDA ) and (TNEB ) are harmonic. Therefore ( A-TNE'B ) is harmonic.
Therefore (TMRQ ) is harmonic. Therefore Q is the fourth harmonic
u 1 1 0 r lll ‘ 1
- B is a quadrilateral. Likewise DB passes through
ineref ore DE is a diagonal of the quadrilateral and therefore
T
A
passes through M

In the following figure, if from the point E two tangents be
drawn to the conic touching the conic a.t F and H and if any
to the conic at the point C cuts HF, EF, and EH in the points A,
B, and D respectively, then it follows that ABCD is harmonic.
The reason is this. The conic may be considered as the pro-
jection of a circle in which case the original of EC would pass
through K, the other point where the other tangent from A touches
the circle. Therefore CK is a chord of contact of the tangent
from A. (E-AFLH) is harmonic. Therefore (L-ABCD) is harmonic
or (ABCD) is harmonic.
If the tangent a.t C had been parallel to HF, then the point
A would have been at infinity. Therefore (wBCD) would have been
harmonic and bC would have equaled CD.
If EC CL, then (ECLK) is harmonic, AK would touch the
conic at infinity and the tangent would be parallel to EC.
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In the following figure, CD is a chord drawn through E which
is the midpoint of aB. The tangents at C and D meet the chord AB
in points G and F. Then BG equals AF.
The reason is as follows. Extend GC and DF so as to intersect
at P. P would be the pole of CD. Since E is the midpoint of AB,
the fourth harmonic of E for A and B qould be w. Therefore Pw is
the polar of E and passes through x which is the fourth harmonic
of E for C and D. Therefore (xCED) is harmonic. by successive
steps (P-xCED), (P-wGEF), and (wGEF) are harmonic. Therefore
GE = EF. By subtracting the equal segment EB and EA, we obtain
BG = AF.
If AB were the diameter of a circle and CD perpendicular to
it, then Pw would be parallel to CD, meet it at infinity, and OS
would be equal to ED.

In the following figure, if AB and AC are conjugate lines
and if H, any point on AB, has for its polar DG, then ( DEFG ) is
harmonic. The polar of H cuts AC in F which is the pole of AB since
the polars of all points on AB are concurrent with the pole of AB.
If A and B are conjugate points and C is the poie of AB, the
polar of A must pass through B and C. Likewise the polar of B
passes through A and C. ‘herefore ABC is a se 1 i -con jugate triangle
with respect to the conic S. If the point C should be at the centa*
of the conic, then its polar AB would be the line at infinity.
Therefore any two points on the line at infinity form a self-
conjugate triangle with the center. Furthermore if AB passes
through the center, its pole would be on the line at infinity.
Therefore any line through the center, or diameter, forms a self-
conjugate triangle with a. point at infinity.
Since by construction AB is the polar of C, the polar of
any point on AB passes through C, or in other words the pole of
any chord through C lies on the line AB. If 0 is on tne conic,
the locus of the poles of chords through C would be tangent at C.
.'
.
1
TTherefore the poles of concurrent lines are coilinear and
the polars of coilinear points are concurrent.
Since the pole of a chord of a circle is the meet of the
tangents drawn to the circle at the points where the chord cuts
the circle, we have from the above that if through a fixed point
a variable chord is drawn, the meets of the pairs of tangents at
the points where the chord cuts the conic are coilinear.
The converse is also true, that if from a variable point on
a given line tangents to a conic are drawn, the various chords of
contact are concurrent.
If S represents a system of conics touching the sides of the
triangle ABC in the points B and C, and if P is any point in the
base BC, the polar of P for any of the conics is a fixed line
through A.

BC is the chord of contact for all tne conics, and Ab and AC
are tangents to all the conics. Therefore A is the pole of BC
with respect to the conics. Consequently xne poia: oi F as^es
through A. It is a fixed line because it is the fourth harmonic
of the ray AP for A3 and AC. It is the line connecting A with the
fourth harmonic of P for B and C.
If PC and PR are two tangents from the point P to the conic S
and if AC is tangent to the conic S in such a way that. AB and BC
From P’ draw the line PB to the center of the conic. This will
bisect the chord QR at T. Since AB and BC are equal, the fourth
harmonic ray of PB for PA and PC is Pw which is parallel to AC.
From the point where AC meets Pw or w draw the tangent wD. Since'
(DTBP) is harmonic, QR passes through the meet of Pw and BC or w.
/
Therefore QR is parallel to AC.

In the following figure if AB is a fixed chord and C a vari-
able point on the conic, then the fourth harmonic ray of tne tan-
Since AB is fixed, then its pole D is fixed and the fourth
harmonic will pass through a fixed point.
The diagonals of an inscribed rectangle intersect at tne cen-
ter of the conic.
Although this is easily shown in e 1 ementary
,
geometry in the
irV.
m

case of a circle, it can be proved with
any conic by the means of
harmonic ratios. Since '(ABCD) is a rectangle,
DA and OB will meet
at w. Likewise BA and CD will meet at W. The
line connecting ww’
will then be the line at infinity. ABCD
may be either inscribed . .
or circumscribed. Therefore since the
harmonic properties of a
quadrilateral apply equally to a rectangle,
wOw' is the narmonic
triangle of the rectangle. It is therefore
sel f -con jugate for the
conic. Therefore 0 is the pole of the line
at infinity and nence
the center of the conic.
Instead of the rectangle we may take a trapezoid.
find tn« t
/
the line connecting the point of intersection of
the non-parallel
sides to the intersection of the interior diagonals
passes tnrough
the center of the conic.
If we suppose DA and CB to intersect at E, and BA and
OD to
intersect at w, then wBF is a triangle se 1 f -con jugate for the conic
Therefore EF is the polar of w. Since w is at infinity, lF must.

pass through the center 0.
The harmonic envelope of two circles is
by the line so drawn that the four points in
circles form a harmonic ratio. The envelope
foci are the centers of the circles.
the envelope formed
which it cuts the two
is a conic whose
Suppose E and F to be the centers of the circles and that
(ABCD) is harmonic. Draw the perpendiculars EH and EK from the
centers to the line. Denote EH by a and FK by b. It is evident
that EH bisec s AC and that FK bisects BD. Since H is the mid-
point of AC, hC = HB x HD. Let FL be drawn perpendicular to HE.
Denote the length of the line by c. By substitution we obtain
stan t .
2ab = aV b*- (a-b) = RV F- AH*- BK*'- F;L" = r l- c"= con-
Therefore the locus of AD is a conic since the product of its
distances from the two centers is constant.
If the two circles are orthogonal, R’V cL Therefore
we have 2ab - 0. Hence ab - 0. In this case either a or b must
equal zero. This means that the line AD must pass through one

of the centers. It is possible for the line to pass through eitner
of the centers. If the circles intersect in M and N, one position
of AD might be the tangents at M and N. since tne points A, B, and
C would coincide and (ABCD) would be harmonic whatever the position
of D.
The previous theorems in relation to conics ha.ve not taken
into consideration the fact there are different kinds of conics.
We are now to examine briefly the harmonic properties of certain
special kinds of conics.
Parabola.
Since a parabola may be defined as the pfojection of a circle
when the vanishing line is tangent to the circle, there are certain
properties which are especially applicable to a parabola.
The line joining a point to the midpoint of its chord, is
bisected by the -parabola.
I
i
*7.

If we assume that A is the point and C is the midpoint of
EF which is the chord of A, we are to prove that AB equals BC.
Since EC and CF are equal, if we take the point G at infinity
on the line EF, (ECFG) is harmonic thus making AC the polar of
G. Let AC meet the line at infinity in D. Then D is the point
where the line at infinity touches the parabola since this point
is on the polar of G. Therefore (ABCD) is harmonic. Incidentally
the other tangent from G wall meet the parabola at B. Since
(ABCD) is harmonic and D is at infinity, AB will equal BC.
Since a tangent to the parabola at B is parallel to EF, it.
will meet EF at infinity which we have designated by the point G.
We are therefore justified in the conclusion that a line half-
way between a point and its polar for a parabola touches the
-parabola. The tangent at B is such -a line.
Se 1 f -con jugate Triangles.
by projection the properties of a se 1 f -con jugate triangle
apply to conics. There are certain properties peculiar to the
parabola.
/

If we suppose that ACB is a triangle self-conjugate for the-
parabola S, then AB is the polar of C. Therefore a line half-
way between C and AB will be tangent to S. This is the line DE.
This connects the midpoints of AC and BC. The sane is true of
FG and HK. We are then justified in the conclusion that the lines
joining the midpoints of the sides of a se 1 f -con jugate triangle
for a parabola are tangent to the parabola.
The fact that the line at infinity is tangent to the parabola
gives us a method of constructing a triangle se 1 f -con jugate fora
If we have given the parabola S, and if we draw three lines
tangent to S calling these lines AB, BC, and CA, we shall have a
triangle circumscribing the parabola. Through the vertices A, B,
and C draw lines parallel to the opposite sides forming the tri-
X
angle A'B'C'. By elementary geometry, A'B' equals 2AB ; B'C'

tequals 2BC; C'A' equals 2CA . Therefore A’B'C' is self-conjugate
for the parabola S. The reason is this. AB is tangent to S and
midway between O' and A'B' and is therefore the pole of A'B'. The
same is true of A' and B'C', and of B' and C'A'. It is thus evi-
dent that an innumerable number of triangles can be drawn self-
conjugate for S. It is therefore possible to insert some further
conditions. By drawing the tangents parallel to the sides of a
given triangle, it would be possible to construct a se 1 f -conjugate
triangle whose sides would be parallel to the sides of a given
triangle. The resulting triangle would be four times as large as
the triangle formed by the tangents. It is therefore possible to
construct a triangle both se 1 f -con jugate and of a given size.
Any three tangents drawn will determine a certain self-conjU-
gate triangle. The reason for that is this. No two tangents to
a parabola can be parallel. If two were parallel, they would meet
at infinity. The line at infinity would also pass through the same
point. In that case if we were dealing with a parabola, the line
at infinity is tangent to the conic. We would then have three tan-
gents to a conic from the same point. This is impossible. There-
fore no two tangents can be parallel. Thus any three tangents
form a triangle. This triangle can be used in the formation of

the corresponding se 1 f -con jugate triangle.
In the figure on page (&)
,
if AB is bisected at the point of
contact, then the line joining C and this point of contact passes
through the center of the parabola. Not only would this be true
of a parabola but also of any conic. Denote by P the point of
tangency. If BP equals PA, the fourth harmonic of P for BA would
be at infinity. Considering (C-BPAw)as a harmonic pencil with
CB and CA as tangents, CP would be the polar of w. But the polar
of a point at infinity is a line through the center of the conic.
Hence CP passes through the center of the conic which in the case
of a parabola is at infinity.
The principal axes are the line at infinity and anotner line
called the axis of the parabola. An axis cuts tne conic at right
angles. A central conic is symmetrical for each axis. A para-
bola is symmetrical for its axis.
T is the pole of the chord PQ of a parabola; the diameter
through T meets the curve at V and PC at N ; then TV = VN and
NQ = PN
!
\

Let 1 be the line at infinity touching the parabol- at the
point w and let QP meet 1 at E. We are to show that TV = VN and
that PN = NQ.
QP is the polar of T. Therefore (TVNw) is harmonic. Ihere-
fore TV = VN. The polar of L passes tnrough T. Therefore Tq is the
polar of E. Therefore (PNQE) is harmonic and PN = NQ.
The above could have been proven by projection. J he follow-
ing is also true. Through the vertices of a triangle circumscribing
a parabola are arawn lines parallel to the opposite sides. These
lines form a triangle se If -con jugate with respect to the parabola.
Hyperbola.
A hyperbola may be defined as *the projection of a. circle
when the vanishing line meets the circle in two points. The
tangents to a conic from the center of the conic are called the
asymptotes. Being tangents, the asymptotes are harmonic with
every paid of conjugate diameters.
\
Any line
asymptotes
.
cuts off equal' lengths between a hyperhola and its

Let AL be the line with S and s as the conics which a. re hyper-
bolas. ^e are to prove that AB = DE. On AE take a point at ini ii
ty and bisect BD at C. Then (wDCB) is harmonic. Since j - ^ t
infinity, its polar passes through the center 0, and also through
C. Therefore OC is the polar of w. Therefore OC and Ow are con-
jugate. But OA and OL being asymptotes are tangent to the conic.
Therefore (0-ACEw) is harmonic, or AC = CL. But BC CO. meie-
fore AB = DE. '
Two diagonals of a quadrilateral formed by two tangents of a
hyperbola and the asymptotes are parallel to the chord joining the
points of contact of the tangents.
Let the above be the figure from which the hyperbola etc are
projected. The harmonic triangle of AHCB is SWV which is trie har-
monic triangle of LFDG. SW, V V. , and LD meet at w which is at infin-
ity. Therefore they are parallel in the original figure.

If a hyperbola be drawn through two opposite vertices of a par
allelogram with its asymptotes parallel to the sides, we shall find
that the center lies on the join of the other two vertices.
The asymptotes are harmonic with the conjugate diameters.
Draw OE through 0 parallel to AC. Its conjugate passes through the
midpoints of chords parallel to AC. Since AF = HU etc, the conju-
gate passes through B and D or BD passes through 0.
Each asymptote of a. hyperbola is a se 1 f -con jugate diameter
since an asymptote is tangent at infinity and therefore its pole
is the point of contact hence the asymptote itself.
Conjugate diameters of a rectangular hyperbola are equally
inclined to the asymptotes because conjugate lines are harmonic
with the tangents but the tangents being the asymptotes are per-
pendicular and therefore equally inclined to the as. mptotes as the
asymptotes bisect the angles formed oy the conjugate diameters.

I now think it advisabLe to introduce some theorems which
iiave become famous in the course of geometry. We are here concerned
with merely those which deal with the harmonic ratio either direct-
lv or indirectly. Brianchon and Poncelet published the following
theorem in 1821.
"Lvery conic through the four common points A, B, G, and D of
two rectangular hyperbolas is a rectangular hyperbola and 0 is the
orthocenter of the triangle ABC."
Proof: If w and w ' be the circular points at infinity, then
these are conjugate points with respect to the two given reel angular
hyperbolas. From a theorem by Lame', if two points are conjugate
with respect to each of two conics, then they are conjugate with
respect to every conic passing through the four common points of the
two conics. Lmploying this theorem, w and w' are conjugate points
»
with respect to every conic through A, B, C, and D. Therefore every
such conic is a rectangular hyperbola.
Since AB, CD; AC,BD; AD,BC are three conics of the pencil,
the’y are perpendicular, line pairs. Therefore D is the orthocenter
of the triangle ABC.
It is. further true that if a rectangular hyperbola circumscribes
a xriangle ABC, it passes through its orthocenter.
(%
By reciprocating the above we obtain one of Steiner's famous
theorems, that the ortnocenter of a triangle circumscribing a
parabola lies on the directrix.
Several other methods of proof of the above theorem are possi
ble. Tne following depends upon a series of propositions whicn
I snail mention.
1. If a conic C' is harmonically circumscribed to a conic
U"
,
then C" is harmonically inscribed in C' . A definition is
perhaps needed at this point. The conic C' is said to be har-
momically circumscribed to the conic C" if C' circumscribes one
triangle se 1 f -con jugate with respect to C" . The conic O' is
said to be harmonically inscribed to the conic C" if C is in-
scribed in one triangle which is se 1 f -con jugate* wi th respect to C"
To return to the theorem in question, let ABC be a triangle
inscribed in C' and se 1 f -con jugate with respect to C". Suppose
C to' be a conic with respect to which C and C" are reciprocal
Reciprocate the figure with respect to C and consider in one

system tne new figure and the old. Then C' and C" are reciprocal,
and reciprocate one into the other with ABG becoming abc cir-
cumscribing C" and sel f -con jugate to C'. Then C" is harmonically
inscribed in O'.
2. Gaskin's theorem proves that the circum-circ le of a man
gle, sel f -conjugate with respect to a conic, is orthogonal to the
director circle of the conic.
/
Let PQR be the se 1 f -con jugate triangle. Suppose a quadrila-
teral circumscribed about the conic having as the diagonal line
triangle PQR. Suppose AA', r>B'
,
and CC' be the pairs of opposite
vertices of the quadrilateral. Since (APA'K), (BPB'Q),and (CQC'R)
are harmonic, the circles whose diameters are AA', BB', and CC'
are orthogonal to the circle PQR. Therefore the circle PQR is
orthogonal to every circle coaxal with these circles and therefore
orthogonal to the director circle of the given conic.
Lmploying tne above theorems we find that the polar circle

S ol a triangle circumscribing a conic s is orthogonal to tne di
ector circle of s. Since s is harmonically inscribed in S, S is
harmonically circumscribed to s. That is, S circumscribes a
triangle se 1 f -conjugate to s. Therefore S is orthogonal to the
director circle of s.
Employing the last theorem, we find that the polar circle
of the triangle is orthogonal to the directrix of the pataboia
since the director circle of s, parabola is the directrix and the
lines. at infinity. Therefore the center of the polar circle of
tne triangle lies- on the directrix; that is, the orthocenter of
the triangle lies on the directrix.
Steiner’s tneorem may also be proven analytically for which
I refer you to page ( ).
If two triangles are sel f -conjugate with respect to a conic
then their six sides touch a conic, and their six vertices lie
£L
on a conic.

Suppose ABC and PQR to be the two se 1 f -con jugate triangles.
Suppose PQ and PR meet 30 i-n O' and R' respectively. Suppose AB
ana AC to meet QR in B’ and C' . Q' is the pole of AR since it is
the meet of Pc and BC whose poles are respectively R and A. In
like manner R’ is the pole of A Q. Therefore (BQ'R'C) equals
(A-CRQB) equals (C'RQB') equals (B'QRC'). Therefore BB
' ,
QC,
HR', ana CC touch a conic which is also tangent to oC and. B'C'.
Tnerefore the sides of the triangles ABC and PQR touch a conic
and also the vertices lie on a coni-c by a well known theorem in
geometry that if two triangles circumscribe a conic, their six
vertices lie on another.
If two conics C' and CM are such that one triangle can - be
inscribed in C, which is sel f -conjugate to C", then an unlimited
number of such triangles exist.
Suppose the given triangle to be ABC inscribed in C ana
-uli conjugate to C". Let X be any point on-C' and let the polar

of X with respect to C" cut C' at Y. Let the. line through ' conju
gate to XY with respect to C" cut the polar of X at Z.
1 hen
~~N
\ aBOXY
Z
lie on a conic because XYZ is a sel f -con jugate triangle.
Since five points determine a conic, then since ABCXY lie on the
conic C’, R must also lie on C’ . Therefore XYZ is inscribed in
C and self-conjugate to C M . Since XYZ is any triangle, there
must be an unlimited number of such triangles.
By reciprocating we obtain the theorem that if two conics
• C and C" are such that one triangle can be circumscribed about
O', which is se 1 f -conjugate' with respect to C", then an unlimited
nunbe r of such triangles exist.
Pairs of points P,P'j Q,Q'j R,R’ divide harmonically the
joins of opposite vertices A, A', B,B', C,C ? , of a quadrilateral,
then the six points P, P
'
, Q, O' , R, R
'
lie on a conic.
loo.
J

Project the quadrilateral ABA'B' so that the points 0 ana C'
shall be at infinity in which case R and R' will also be on the
line at infinity. We then have tne rectangle aba'b'. apa'p',
ana bqb’q* are harmonic, ep x ep' = ea = eb = eq x eq '
.
Tnerefore q,q',p,p', lie on a circle. Hence PP'QQ'RR' lie
on a conic of which the circle is the projection.
From the above we may draw the following conclusion which is
called Hesse's theorem. If two pairs of opposite vertices of a
quadrilateral are conjugate with respect to a. conic S, then the
third pair of opposite vertices are also conjugate with respect to
S. Using tne figure on the previous page, let AA' and BB' be
conjuga.te with respect to S. Let S cut AA', BB', and CC ' at P,P',
(=1,0', R,R'. (aBA'P’) and (BQP'Q') are harmonic by hypothesis.
Only one conic can be drawn through P, P
' , Q, Q ' , R ' . Therefore
(CRC'R') is harmonic. Hence C a,nd C' are conjugate with respect
to S.
By reciprocating Hesse's theorem we have the following.
If two pairs of opposite sides of a quadrangle are conjugate lines
with respect to a conic S, then the third pair of opposite sides
are also conjugate with respect to S.
—
/o/.

Another theorem due to Steiner is the following.
"A variable conic is inscribed in a given triangle. If the
sum of tne squares of its axes is constant, the locus of its
center is a circle whose center is the orxhocenter oi the triangle.
Let ABC be the given triangle and H the orthocenter. Let
o be xhe constant sum of the squares of the semi -axes of the var-
iable conic, and d the radius of the circle S with respect to which
tne triangle ABC is self-conjugate. Let P be the center of one
of the inscribed conics s. Then S is orthogonal to the director
circle of s. but the center of s which is P coincides with the
center of its director circle. Therefore PH = c d = constant.
Therefore the locus of P is a circle whose center is H.
/as

Application of / lgebraic Methods.
A .2 <2 ^
We are given the line AC dicided internally at B in ratio'
M:N. Likewise the point D divides the line AC externally into the
ratio M : M. We are to show that (ABCD) is harmonic.
The ratio into which AC is divided is unchanged by the position
of our axes of co-ordinates. Supposing that we take the x-axis along
the line AC, with the origin to the left of A on the line AC.
Denote the co-ordinates of A by x’,0; of B by x",o; of C by x M, ,o;
of D by x ,M ',o.
By substitution we obtain from the proportion
v „ - ix"' -h Nx' .M, - :ix" ' - K x
*
+
If the origin is taken at A, then x' becomes o and we have
yn Mx"' y m„ _ _ Mx"
'
" A " ir^TT-
The lengths of the segments satisfy the requirements of a
harmonic ratio.
The algebraic method can be applied to the consideration of the
compleye quadrila eral.

For the sake of convenience, let the co-ordinates of A3CD be re-
spectively (2,2); (4,4); (5,4); (3,1). By the process of ana-
lytical geometry, the equation of AB is y - x = o. The equations
of the lines BC, CD, DA, AC, and BD are respectively y = 4,
2t - 5x =
-7, y +• x = 4 c =2, y - 3x = -8.
This gives us for the co-ordinates of L and E (o,4) and
(7,7). Therefore the equation of the line LE is *7y - 3x = 28.
Therefore the co-ordinates of N and K ape (4|,6) and (14,10).
This gives us for the length of LN, NL, i^58 ; EE, Vh
3 3
In order that ( LNLK ) may be harmonic, LM/LK = NE/EK. By sub-
stitution.
r~~
s.
\F
or 1/3 = 1/3. Therefore (LNEK ) is
harmonic
.
The co-ordinates of M and K are (25/7, 22/7) and (14, 10).
Therefore ' AM = ~\TT5; MC = 3pm, CK = S\fl5.
In order that (AMCK) may be harmonic it is necessary that

4VI 3 V~~
AK/AM = CK/CM. By substitution we obtain = |7ff
Therefore (AMCK) is 'harmonic.
\ Since the co-ordinates of N and M are 0.4/5, b) ana
25 / 7 , 22/7 )
DM r 6 / 7 VTO; MB = 2 /7\fT0; BN = 2/5VT0. If (DMBN ) is
harmonic,
then there must be the relation DN/DM = BN/BM. BY/ substitution
The analytical method may also be applied to he considera
Let the co-ordinates of the point A be x'y’. If Ab passes
y
-y
1
_
-y 1
through the center 0, the equation of the line AD is
^
_
, b
-
:
7
or xy' - x'y = 0. From analytical geometry the -equation of the
circle is x*~+ ya = r 2- . The equation of the chord of contact is
xx
'
-h yy ' = r^ Solving xx'-f- yy ' = r
2
,
and xy ’ - x'y = 0 for
y' 2
x and y, we obtain as the co-ordinates of C, x y
5/5VTC _ 2/5 \T~C.
we obtain b/7VTC “ b/^VT7- which is true.
Therefore (DMBN)
is harmonic.
tgon of poles and polars.
/or.

Solving xy ' - x T y = 0,
.s the co-ordinates of B, x =
2 , *
T- x an ci y ; w 0 o b et l
? v
‘
v
the co-ordinates of D we obtain the following
as
x =
-x r
V X 7
To determine the length of the segment AB
x ' r
= (x* - ' - -7
A 7- |/
^ 2
2x r r
- A ~
iTT^-h
7-
7-
> y
-f- V x
=
-h ' - 2r V "v-
1
y- 1
7-
AD ~ A B 7- 2r = V”
To determine the length of the segment AC
>
' V y : xt- r
AC'= (x' -
~h
x
-)<r
7- x'r
y
'V " ( 7 V+
0\T 1
’'7- * >
** *
- x ' 7- v ' - 2r*~-f-
'7 ~)
_ x'^ x
In order for (ABCD) to be harmonic, there must exist the re
lation AB/AD = CB/GD. By substitution we obtain
V Tt- * - r
_
r ^ -
^
V x'v y ' ^-h r " r t ^ +7^ f r 1
The relation is true. Therefore C is the fourth harmonic o
/0C,.
A for B and D

The following will illustrate the application of analytical
methods to the consideration of se 1 f -con jugate riangles.
For convenience let the co-ordinates of A b'e -4,3; of B,
4,6; of C, 1,2. By analytical geometry the equation of the side
Ad becomes 4y - x - 1*5. The equation of BC becomes y - x = i.
The equation of AC becomes 5y + = 11. 1 k s€ rom analytical
geometry the altitudes from C to AB, from A to BC, from B to AC
become respectively, y -h 4x = 6, y -h x = -1, - 6x = -15.
The point of intersection of y +• 4x = *5 and -r + x = -1 is
x = 7/3, y = -10/3. By substitution we find that this point lies
on tne altitude on AC. Therefore H is the point of intersection
of the altitudes and has for its co-ordinates (7/3, —10/3) . tie
also find that the point of intersection of AH and BC'or D has
for its co-ordinates (-1,0). The co-ordinates of E and F are re-
spectively (43/13, 20/13), (8/17, 70/17). We find that HL =
2/39T HB r 5/5\T2^ . Since is the center of the polar
circle and its co-ordinates are (7/3, -10/3), we can obtain the
—
ne polar circle'! of the
radlLIS ’
We can obtain this as follows. Since the square
of r equals the
oduct of HE by HB, we obtain r*- 4940/117, Therefore
r- l/STtt.
Therefore the equation of the polar circle is
9xa _ -h 9y
a +2( - 1 •
The analytic method involves certain difficulties
then lit-
eral co-ordinates are employed instead of numerical.
Tnii is due
to the fact that letters can not be’ combined as
readily as numuers.
Theoretically it would be possible to obtain an analytical
ex-
pression for the center of the polar circle and also for
the circle
Let the co-ordinates of A be (x',y'); of 3 , (x",y" )» of
C, (x'",y"'). The equations of the lines AB, BC, and AC are
y ( x” - x* )-x(y" - ,y’ ) = x"y,’ - x'y
M
y ( x
"
'
- x") -x (y
-
y") = x"
'
y
”
- x
M y’"
y (x ' - x” ' ) -x(y ' -y M ' ) = x'y"' - x'-'V
'From analytical geometry we obtain the following.

perpendiculars from C to A3, from A to 3C, ‘"rom 3 to AU a:
y* ) + x Cx" y"' Cy" + "•lx" - x 1 )
" ’
-A = y
' (yM ) + X' Cx" ' - x")
-b it
•<
"' ) + x" (x
'
- x"' )
Assume that (x M - x') - A : (X" ? = - ; Cx' - x"' ) = c.
Also that (y M - y ' ) z a ; (y" ' - y") = b; Cy' - y"') = c.
By substitution, the equations of the perpendiculars
become
ay + Ax = ay" ' -f- x"' (
1
)
by + Bx = by ' + ’ (2)
cy + Cx = cy" + Cx" (3)
From equations (1) and (2) we obtain
-h
-
'
aBx ' ; TT ABx"’
Ab - aB
j
aB - Ab
The above are the co-ordinates of the center of the polar circle
The length of the perpendicular from C to A3 is equal to
Ay" ' - ax'" + x* y"
-n, Assume this to be n.
r
(A‘i- ai
The length of the perpendicular from H to AB is equal to
aBv " '
-h ABx" ' - Abv ' + a^x '
aB - Ab
_
. Ab - a3
+ x'y" - x"yjj -f- .
Assume this to be H. Then the square of r equals the pro-
% '**
duct of h and h or r equals the square root of H x h. The con-
crete problem with the numerical co-ordinates is much the more
simple.
Conjugate Lines and Points.
Let P and Q be the two conjugate points. .We are to prove that
since by definition the polar of P passes through 0, the polar
of Q passes through P. Let the co-ordinates of ''A be ( x ' , y ' 1 ;
of B, (x M ,y"). The equation of the tangents at the point A is
v
xx
' + yy ' = The equation of the tangents at the point B
" + yy" = r^ These lines intersect in the i > whose co-
ordinates are
Let the co-ordinates of Q be x"',y'". The polar of x"',y"' will
be xx" ' -h yy"' = rl
If this line passes through P, the coefficients of P must
r* ( - :
1
)
x"y ' - x'y"
satisfy tne equation

0 .
4
(
*
*
+
x'y'v'w" - x"y' x y
-
By simplification we obtain
(-• '
-
y" ) - " - ' =
This is the condition that three points x',y’j x",y"; and
x"',y M ' are on the sa.me straight line. Therefore 0 is on the
line AB which is the polar of P. Therefore the line CD, which
is the polar ‘of the point Q, passes through P.
From the above it is evident thai for any point P there cue
an infinite number of Q's which are conjugate to P*
Centers of Similitude.
The centers of similitude of two circles divides harmoni-
cally the line of centers.
D
Two methods of proof are open to us.
1st. The co-ordinates of D according to analytical geometry are
a ' r +
'
.
b ' -e r
>; — — V =
///.
X
r -f- r
'
y
r + r
(/)

The co-ordinates of B are
r - r
' y
1
=
b'r - br'
( 2 )
Therefore if we take the line of centers as the x-axis and
tne vertical through A as the y-axis, we have as a result
a r 0, b - 0, a' = 0, b' =0.
By substitution this becomes in our co-ordinates
x = a'r/(r t r'), r'), y' =0. (4)
From equations Cl) ana (2) i t
similitude divide AC into the ratio, internal ly 'and externally,
r : r .
2nd. Beginning with equations (5) and C4), if (ABCD) is harmonic,
then it is necessary and sufficient that
• -*’r,
,
-
r-f-r r-r r + r
Simplifying we obtain (r - r’):(r + r 1 ) = (r - r
'
)
:
(r + r
'
)
or r - r' = r
3-
- r'. Therefore the line of centers is divided har-
monically.
Steiner's theorem to which reference has been previously made
may be proved a.nalyt ical ly e.s follows.
Denote tne parabola by yx - px. If we call x',y'; x",y" ; and
x'",y M ' the co-ordinates of the three points of contact, we find
"t "h + Ine c°-°rdinates of the three points of intersection of
1/3
-'
-
the, tangents to the parabola at the above points are
Divide by y" ' - y"
y ' (x + p/4) - ( + - + '+•
before dividing we should note that the equations of the
diculars from these points to the oppos-ite sides of the
are of the form
Inasmuch as the above equation is symmetrical, the
perpendiculars will cut the directrix at a point where
We have thus proven that if a. triangle is formed by
gents to a parabola, the perpendiculars of this triangle
three
three tan-
meet
; y, =
(y"
' + y ' )/2
P 2
!?
0
on the directrix.
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